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Making possible the Information Society

Our mission is to provide technological solutions that allow the development of 
the Information Society in a sustained and sustainable way. 
 



A passive optical network (PON) is a point-to-multipoint, 
fiber to the premises (FTTP) network architecture in 
which unpowered optical splitters are used to enable 
a single optical fiber to serve multiple premises. PON 
allows several customers to share the same connection, 
without any active components. The word “passive” 
here refers to those devices do not require electrical-
to-optical or optical-to-electrical conversion during its 
operation.
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700200xy is a 12 subscriber optical fiber distribution box with 
compact design. It provides a protected access point between the 
distribution cable and drop cable. 

To simplify network installation and mainte nance, Telnet FDP 
box provides an ideal connection point. Its flexible configuration 
supports 2 cable route and built-in 900µm pigtail type optical 
splitter. Pass-through cable ports provide mid-span function. 
7700200xy is suitable for corridor, basement and other indoor 
environments.

7700200xy
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700201xy is a 24-subscriber optical fiber distribution box. It 
provides a protected access point between the distribution cable 
and drop cable.
  
To simplify network installation and maintenance, Telnet FDP 
box provides an ideal connection point. Its flexible configuration 
supports 3 kinds of cable routes. Both 900µm pigtail type and LGX 
type optical splitter could be equipped. Pass-through cable ports 
provide mid-span function. IP65 is necessary in harsh environment, 
even with limited space. 

7700201xy
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700201xy is a 24-subscriber optical fiber distribution box. It 
provides a protected access point between the distribution cable 
and drop cable.
  
To simplify network installation and maintenance, Telnet FDP 
box provides an ideal connection point. Its flexible configuration 
supports 3 kinds of cable routes. Both 900µm pigtail type and LGX 
type optical splitter could be equipped. Pass-through cable ports 
provide mid-span function. IP65 is necessary in harsh environment, 
even with limited space. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700202xy is a 48F multifunctional optical fiber distribution box. 
It pro vides a protected access point between the distribution cable 
and drop cable. 

To simplify network installation and mainte nance, TELNET 
FDP box provides an ideal connection point. Its flexible 
configuration supports 5 types of inner design. LGX/900µm 
pigtail type optical splitter could be built-in. IP65 performance 
is useful in different environment where dust-proof and  
water-proof is a pre-requisite. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700204xy is a subscriber optical fiber access box that is used to 
build FTTH network. It is designed to provide a protected access 
point between the distribution cable and drop cable. This product 
can keep internal compo nents away from outdoor environmental 
damage. The distribution input signal is spliced to the input of the 
optical splitter. The splitter outputs connect with terminated drop 
cable. 7700204xy series is suitable for the application both on 
LCP and NAP in the distributed split PON architecture. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700205xy is a subscriber optical fiber access box that is used to 
build FTTH network.
 
It is designed for in-line application to provide a protected access 
point between the distribution cable and drop cable. This product 
can keep internal components away from outdoor environmental 
damage. Its flexible configuration supports 3 cables in and 3 cable 
out. Special cassette type optical splitter could be built in. Good 
performance is useful in harsh environment. 

7700205xy
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700206xy is a subscriber optical fiber access box that is used to 
build FTTH network.
 
It is designed for in-line application to provide a protected access 
point between the feeder cable and distribution cable. This product 
can keep internal components away from outdoor environmental 
damage. Its flexible configuration supports 3 cable in and 3 cable 
out. 900µm pigtail type optical splitter could be built in. IP65 
performance is useful in harsh environment. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700207xy is a subscriber optical fiber access box that is used to 
build FTTH network.
 
It is designed for in-line application to provide a protected access 
point between the distribution cable and drop cable. This product 
can keep internal components away from outdoor environmental 
damage. Its flexible configuration supports 3 cable in and 3 
cable out. Cassette type optical splitter could be built in. Good 
performance is useful in harsh environment. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700208xy is a subscriber optical fiber access box that is used to 
build FTTH network.
 
It is designed for in-line application to provide a protected access 
point between the feeder cable and distribution cable. This product 
can keep internal components away from outdoor environmental 
damage. Its flexible configuration supports 3 cable in and 3 cable 
out. 900um pigtail type optical splitter could be built-in. IP55 
performance is useful in harsh environment.
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700209xy is a subscriber optical fiber access terminal that is 
used to build FTTH network. 

It is designed to install in burial or duct environment which can keep 
internal compo nents away from outdoor environmental damage 
and provide a protected access point between the distribution 
cable and drop cable. The distribution fiber is spliced to the input 
of the optical splitter. The splitter outputs are terminated to 
connect with drop cable. The 7700209xy series are suitable for 
the application on NAP in the distributed split PON architecture. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700210xy is a subscriber optical fiber access terminal that is 
used to build FTTH network.
 
It is designed to install in burial or duct environment which can keep 
internal compo nents away from outdoor environmental damage 
and provide a protected access point between the distribution 
cable and drop cable. The distribution fiber is spliced to the input 
of the optical splitter. The splitter outputs are terminated to 
connect with drop cable. The 7700210xy series are suitable for 
the application on NAP in the distributed split PON architecture.
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700211xy boxes can be used as fiber distribution box or fiber 
access termi nal box.
 
It is designed to install in burial or duct environment which can 
keep internal compo nents away from outdoor environmental 
damage and provide a protected access point. The distribution fiber 
is spliced to the input of the optical splitter. The splitter outputs 
are terminated/splice to connect with drop cable. The 7700211xy 
series are suitable for the application on NAP in the distributed 
split PON architecture. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700212xy is a metallic pedestal fiber distribution box. It 
provides protection for the splicing and fiber termination between 
distribution cable and duct drop cable. Pass-through and branch 
distribution cable port provide flexi ble connection during the 
installation. Opti cal splitters can be built-in as required by 
customers. IP55 performance is useful in harsh environment, even 
with limited space and where dust-proof and water-proof is a pre-
requisite. 
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FDPDistribution boxes >

7700213xy is a pedestal installation fiber distribution box with 
or without split ter, outdoor application. A fiber distribution (FDP) 
box can be placed in it. 

It provides functions such as direct splicing, branching, straight-
through, splitting and fiber termination. Optical splitters can be 
built-in as required by customers. IP65 protective is critical in 
harsh outdoor environment. 
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700100xy series closure provides 2 in and 2 out cable entrances, 
up to 120 fiber splice. 

It has the functions of mid-span, cable branching and fusion 
splicing, and can be used in duct, aerial, direct buried or manhole 
installation environment.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700101xy series closure provides 3 in and 3 out cable entrances, 
up to 288 fiber splice. 

It has the functions of mid-span, cable branching and fusion 
splicing, and can be used in duct, aerial, direct buried or manhole 
installation environment.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700102xy series closure provides 4 in and 4 out cable entrances, 
up to 144 fiber splice. 

It has the functions of mid-span, cable branching and fusion 
splicing, and can be used in duct, aerial, direct buried or manhole 
installation environment.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700103xy series is fiber optical splice closures which is available 
in different types with heat-shrink sealing system. 

7700103xy series is small type of FiberHome closure family. 
Single fiber application of this series is 24F~144F and ribbon 
application is also available. These types are designed for using 
with different cable construction in different environment (duct, 
aerial, buried and man-hole) and for numerous splice applications 
as mid-span, branch and direct splice. Suitable vulcanized silicone 
sealing rubber are designed for using with heat-shrink sealing.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700104xy series is a family of fiber optical splice closures 
available in different types with mechanical sealing system. 

Single fiber application of this series is 24F~288F and ribbon 
application is also available. Both types are designed for using 
with different cable construction in different environment (duct, 
aerial, buried and man-hole) and for numerous splice applications 
as mid-span, branch and direct splice. Great fiber management 
and ease of use can be engineered specifically for fiber optical 
applications. Suitable accessories are designed for using with 
mechanical sealing.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700105xy series is fiber optical splice closures which is available 
in different types with heat-shrink sealing system. 

Single fiber application of this series is 24F~288F and ribbon 
application is also available. Both types are designed for using 
with different cable construction in different environment (duct, 
aerial, buried and man-hole) and for numerous splice applica tions 
as mid-span, branch and direct splice. Great fiber management 
and ease of use can be engineered specifically for fiber optical 
applications. Suitable vulcanized silicone sealing rubber are 
designed for using with heat-shrink sealing.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

F7700106xy series is fiber optical splice closures which is available 
in done type 7700106xy heat-shrink sealing system. 

Single fiber application of this series is 360F and ribbon application 
is also available. This closure is designed for using with different
cable construction in different environment (duct, aerial, buried 
and man-hole) and for numerous splice applications as mid-span,
branch and direct splice. This closure has high capacity, 16 cable 
entrances, is suitable for the network with massive fiber splice.
Suitable vulcanized silicone sealing rubber are designed for using 
with heat-shrink sealing.
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FOSCDistribution boxes >

7700114xy is mechanical sealing closure intended for low fiber 
count cable splice. Single fiber application is 24F~144F and ribbon 
application is also available. It is designed for using with different 
cable construction in different environment (duct, aerial, buried 
and man-hole) and tor numerous splice applications as mid-span, 
branch and direct splice. Suitable accessories are designed for 
using with mechanical sealing.
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ContactPassive optical components >Contact Info

For further information, do not hesitate to contact us. 
We will be glad to help you.

Headquarters
Industrial Estate Centrovía, Buenos Aires 18 St, 50198, 
La Muela,  Zaragoza, Spain.

Web
www.telnet-ri.es

Email
telnet@telnet-ri.es

Phone
+34 976 141 800
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